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This document outlines the features of a strong and effective team structure.  
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The following table outlines the features of strong and effective team structures and is 
intended to be used by a School Leadership Team establish their meeting structures.  
Table 1. Features and Description of Strong & Effective Team Structure 

Features Description 

Support Administrative Support: 
• Attends training 
• Plays an active role in the process 
• Communicates his/her commitment 
• Supports the decision making of the team 
• Attends all team meetings 
Coaching Support: 
• Adaptation 
• Fluency Building 
• Performance Feedback  
• Prompting 

Meeting Schedule • School Leadership Team should be meeting at least 
monthly 

• Initially, there may be a need to meet more often to get 
work done 

• It is easier to schedule more meetings than you need and 
cancel them than it is to add additional meetings to your 
calendar as the year goes on 

Roles & 
Responsibilities 

Necessary roles for effective School Leadership Teams: 
• Facilitator 
• Time Keeper 
• Note Taker / Action Plan Recorder 
• Norms Monitor 
• Data Analyst 
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Features Description 

• Active Team Members 

Who will take on these roles? Will you rotate roles at each 
meeting? 

Team Meeting 
Norms 

“Norms can help clarify expectations, promote open dialogue, 
and serve as a powerful tool for holding members 
accountable” (Lencioni, 2005).  

Implementation Plan • Record the discussion and decision making process of 
team meetings 

• Assist in organizing the conversation during the team 
meetings 

• Note decisions or information that needs to be 
communicated 

• Captures activities for follow up at the next meeting and 
indicates who will do what by when 

Communication  Communication plan and feedback loops: 
• What gets communicated to whom? 
• When? 
• How? 
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